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On July 23, Greece suffered an unprecedented catastrophe when wildfires devastated 

several seaside communities near Athens. With gale-force winds gusting up to 70 mph, the 

fires blasted through densely populated areas trapping thousands between impassable narrow 

streets and the sea. As of this writing, the death toll stands at 86 and dozens of people are 

missing. Those in the know presume the worst. Preliminary inspections in the devastated 

areas suggest one in every two affected homes and other buildings is totaled and must be 

demolished. Temperatures generated by the fires were estimated at 1000 degrees Celsius 

(1832 degrees Fahrenheit) melting automobile parts and metal fencing, and cracking brick and 

mortar structures like carton boxes.   

Greece is no stranger to summer forest fires. In 2007, a similar disaster claimed 63 lives 

in the Peloponnese, when cars packed with people trying to escape the inferno ran into a wall 

of flames. Attica, the region surrounding Athens, has suffered dozens of crippling fires in the 

last two decades. But, the July 23 Armageddon was unprecedented not only because of the 

speed and ferocity with which the fire front annihilated local communities in minutes, but also 

because authorities were caught tragically unprepared to offer even token response to this 

calamitous emergency. 

From the first moments of the catastrophe, thousands of desperate people were 

surrounded by raging flames without anyone from the rescue services intervening to 

coordinate even last-minute evacuations. Fire service water tanks were found empty. 

Scattered police and firefighters arriving without any coordination met the impossible task of 

trying to contain the panic as the flames advanced to the very edge of the beaches packed with 

terrified survivors retreating from the flames into the water. 
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Greece spends half her annual budget feeding a public sector with an insatiable appetite 

for money. It is a common secret bloated ministries, government agencies, and government-

controlled organizations are home to legions of “public servants,” most of whom may be 

kindly described as “underperforming.” Few Greeks would put their faith in the capacity of 

any government to plan ahead. Successive Greek administrations are remembered only 

because they set the bar so low as to be non-existent in any capacity other than feeding public 

sector corruption with frightful amounts of mostly borrowed money. But the incumbent 

administration of PM Tsipras, a strange coalition creature uniting the extreme left SYRIZA 

and the ultra-nationalist rightwing ANEL parties, comes at the very top of this ongoing 

corruption-and-disarray competition, hands down. 

The Tsipras government response to the disaster can only be described as shameful. 

Ministers and high officials were either hiding and silent or blaming the media for allegedly 

“undermining government efforts by spreading rumors.” It took several hours before 

government officials appeared to “act” on the crisis. In the meantime, thousands of people 

were either being scorched on land or struggling to escape the inferno by plunging into the 

sea, with many drowning in the process. However, the Civil Protection minister, Toskas, 

announced during a press conference he finds “no mistakes” in the operational plan despite 

looking hard to find one. Predictably, such callousness, and the absence of even a token 

apology, is stirring such public anger that commentators predict a landslide consuming the 

SYRIZA-ANEL construct at the ballot box. 

Tsipras is currently the darling of the Brussels mandarinate because he pushes through 

legislation tightening Greece’s debt slavery while keeping the left-dominated public sector 

unions quiet. But while Tsipras and his cohorts are good for the EU, they have become a 

terrible hazard to Greece’s citizenry—and the fire, most observers agree, is the last nail to the 

SYRIZA-ANEL political casket. 

Booting the current criminal incompetents out of power, however, won’t solve Greece’s 

impossible predicament. The wildfires catastrophe came to add another deadly blow to a 

country under the heavy shadow of continuing EU/IMF Procrustean subjugation. And the 

hypocritically advertised ending of the eight-year-long Greek debt crisis, announced by the 

Eurozone jubilant finance ministers last June, is recognized as just another EU-concocted 

sham—Greece has already signed agreements putting her under severe “bailout” monitoring 

until at least 2022 and, even, out to 2060. Top hardliners, like Germany and Austria, already 

threaten retaliation if what they deem necessary reforms are delayed or abandoned by Greece. 

Those who would succeed Tsipras and his troupe of inept jesters won’t have it any easier 

either. Greece is still bankrupt, having lost an estimated 25-27 pc of GDP since 2010. Her 

sovereign debt, instead of shrinking, actually grew to EUR 228 billion during the past eight 

years thanks to the badly botched “bailouts.” Unemployment remains stubbornly high, the 

country’s young and educated are escaping in droves, and 1.5 million pensioners are pushed 

into abject penury by constant pension cuts (a total of 13 since 2010-11 as of this writing). 

https://euobserver.com/economic/142165
http://www.cadtm.org/EU-Not-Ending-Greek-Crisis-They-End-Greece
http://www.cadtm.org/EU-Not-Ending-Greek-Crisis-They-End-Greece
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It is now a common secret that the Greek “bailout” program was a colossal failure that 

reflects the European “union’s” own intractable crisis of existence. The IMF warned that the 

Europeans base their future forecasts about Greece upon best-case-scenario assumptions, in 

other words, on targets impossible for a country in Greece’s shape to attain consistently. IMF 

officials do not tire repeating the Greek debt is “extremely unsustainable.” 

To top the cake, the EU (read: German) demand for budget surpluses of 3.5 pc per annum 

cannot be achieved or sustained even by economies vastly healthier than Greece’s. And 

“…since this [bailout] farce’s opening production in 2010,” successive Greek governments 

have contributed to the disaster by refusing to improve competition and make the marketplace 

more attractive for investment. Greek politicians chose to protect the elephantine and morose 

public sector (source of most of their voters) thus condemning new job seekers to penury via 

complicated crony capitalism regulatory legislation and the rise of “flexible employment,” i.e. 

badly paying part-time jobs without any labor protections. 

To make matters even worse, Greek politicians have always taken a rather relaxed 

attitude toward domestic security and crime prevention, not to mention the scourge of illegal 

immigration. Under Tsipras, Greek borders were thrown open to all and sundry arriving 

uninvited (and demanding) from Asia and Africa. The anarchist and “micro-terrorism” 

problem has exploded into a daily crisis, with roving anarcho-terrorist gangs using Athens as 

an open playground. They attack government ministries and offices, not to mention foreign 

embassies, to cause damage with sledge hammers and deface facades with red paint. Rarely, if 

ever, are confronted by the police or any of the attackers is arrested. To boot, the so-called 

“common crime,” i.e. non-politically motivated law breaking, is also rising beyond even 

pessimistic predictions, with serious violent crime, like murder and armed robbery, reported 

almost daily. 

That Greece is rapidly sliding toward South American-style anarchy seems to bother few, 

if any, inside or outside government, not to mention Greece’s foreign “friends.” What if 

Greece’s 2017 World Bank business-friendly country list ranking is on a par with Algeria, Sri 

Lanka, Guatemala, Trinidad and Tobago? And what if Greece has been transformed by EU 

policies into an open-air holding pen for swarms of unwanted illegal immigrants from Asia 

and Africa, her northern border hermetically sealed by her neighbors with unhesitant Brussels 

encouragement? And even worse, reports such as this apparently do not make an impression 

on Greek governments and politicians. 

In 2010, Greece became the first laboratory guinea pig of a grand European “union” 

experiment aiming to rehearse how to weaken, if not eliminate, the key characteristics of a 

parliamentary democracy in a member state. 

The violence and vehemence with which the “bailouts” were applied, with complete 

disregard of the human catastrophe they produced, demonstrated beyond doubt the EU 

strategic objectives of “saving” Greece from herself: weaken an already brittle system of 

governance by free elections to remove whatever defenses she had against outside political 

https://www.express.co.uk/finance/city/981485/greece-debt-crisis-debt-relief-IMF-euro-eurozoneold-hold
https://www.forbes.com/sites/miltonezrati/2018/03/06/europes-recurring-financial-crisis-has-not-repeat-not-ended/#139a6d0e7e5e
https://www.dw.com/en/greece-reeling-from-austerity-and-a-broken-economy/a-41143557
https://www.1843magazine.com/features/europes-heart-of-darkness
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manipulation; impose “central” control on the country based on triggers that can smash the 

economy at any time as punishment if EU orders are not followed; and create the political 

precedent allowing Berlin and Brussels to apply a strategy of subjugation on the rest of the 

member states. 

Such plans though are falling apart as more and more member states balk at German-

inspired policies and Brussels fiats. While former Eastern bloc countries put up spirited 

resistance against “Merkelism,” Italy is now under a “populist” government hostile to any 

further EU encroachments. A trade war with the USA is ante portas and Brexit is developing 

into a crisis that will dangerously shake the “union.” 

Against this backdrop, Greece has practically no viable options. With her “leaders” way 

below the present dire circumstances; under a staggering mountain of debt her “partners” 

insist is “sustainable” contrary to all economic estimates; with the markets still jittery over her 

claims of recovery; with the public mood shattered; with punishing taxation snuffing out all 

hope of a real  economic rebound; with unemployment stubbornly stuck above 20 percent; 

and with poverty the daily reality for the majority of the people, the Greek tragedy has no end. 

The Gods of Olympus have obviously abandoned the Hellenes. 


